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1. Introduction
The number of electronic control systems in a car is
increasing to cope with growing demands for safety and
ecology. For exarnple, safety operation of automobile air
bag systems has been improved. In some systems, crush
gravity sensors and air bag systems are installed in narrow
space of handles and side doors. In this case, the ECU's
(Electronic Control Units) should be as small as possible by
eliminating electronic parts inside. The authors propose that
thick film SOI BiCDMOS with trench dielectric isolation is
a suitable device technology for integrating the parts, such as

a 32 bit RISC micro controller, an accurate non-crystal
oscillator and an ESD immune LDMOS (Lateral DMOS),
into a single chip. This IC monitors signal wave forms from
gravity sensors, distinguishes a heavy crush, and fires an air
bag at a proper timing, without any miss-operation.

2. Pattern layout and device structure
Fig.1 shows a pattern layout of a single chip for an air bag.

The size is 10.5x11 .24mm2, the number of mask steps of the
process is 33, the pin count is LL8, and the design rule is
0.8um.
A 32bit Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC) is
selected as a Center Processing Unit (CPU) for rhis single
chip, for its high performance and core compactness is
considered to be most suitable. It has a set of 118
instructions, specified for automobiles, and One Time
Programmable ROM (OTP)[l].
LDMOS in Fig.Z is capable of driving 1.5 amperes for
triggering an air bag. Its structure has p- and n-well on a n-
type SOI active layer, which improves ESD (Electrostatic
Discharge) immunitylzl.The CPU also includes a clock
generator of DPLL (Digital Phase hck Loop), which is
accurate and temperature compensated by trimming metal
thin-film resistance in the chip, and eliminates an external
crystal (Fig.3 )[3].

3. Wafer process
Starting SOI wafers have an active n- on n* silicon layer of
15um thickness, on a buried thermal silicon dioxide layer of
1.5um thickness. Then the active layer is dry-etched
vertically to dig trenches of 2um width according to the
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Fig.2 Cross section view of LDMOS.

isolation pattern, The trenches are thermally oxidized and
filled back with CVD poly silicon to form dielectric isolation.
Then the wafers are flattened by Chemical Mechanical
Polishing (CMP).
Logic CMOS is 0"8um rule, and has double poly-silicon

layers for EPROM (Electrically Programmable ROM) and
double Al layers for inter connection.
Between the AI layers, thin and high resistivity, 15nm thick
and 500 Q/A, CrSi metal layer is deposited by sputtering.
This resistance has extremely low temperature coefficient of
t l0ppm/"C, and it can be calibrated initially to a desired
value by laser trimming at wafer probing process.
The laser bearn of near infra red wave length is focused to the
CrSi layer through CVD SiO2 and silicon nitride passivation
layer, and the beam trims off the resistance until DPLL
reaches the expected time accuracy.
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Fig.1 Single chip IC to control an air bag.
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Fig.3 DPLL with a trimming resister.

4. Results and discussion
As instruction execution speed of the RISC CPU is 4 times
as fast as the conventional L6bit CISC, its clock speed can
be as low as 6MHz, instead of L6MHz for an air bag control,
which eliminates dissipation current and noise emission. An
OTP ROM proves enough retention life time of more than
100years at 150"C. Table I summarizes the architecture
and performance, comparing RISC and CISC.

Table I Comparison of this 32 bit compact RISC and a

conventional l6bit CISC used for an air bag systems.
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Fig.4 Temperature dependence of the
oscillator.
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As for LDMOS, ESD robustness is L.2KV, about 2.5 times
of the conventional junction isolation LDMOS.
And for DPLL, 3 sigma deviation of the time accuracy of
clock is O.tVo at room temperature, and lVo in the

temperature range of -40- LZO.C 1fig.+;.

4. Conclusions
A single chip automotive control IC has been described,
which integrates different kinds of devices, has developed by
using SOI BiCDMOS, and has confirmed the expected high
performance by setting an example of an air bag control LSI.
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